IVF SESSION FROM SEPHORA-RED

Buyer is purchasing rights to control the next IVF session(s). Buyer is guaranteed IVF sessions until a minimum of 8 #1 or #2 IVF embryos are produced. Embryo grades are determined at the time of transfer if fresh embryos or at time of freezing if freezing is requested by buyer. Buyer keeps all resulting embryos from these controlled IVF sessions. Buyer is responsible for all costs of the aspiration and mating sire decisions.
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Terms: 100% due at purchase

Milksource Sephora-Red
(Dam of Lot 59)

Erbacres Snapple Shakira-ET "EX-97 2E" 1*
(Maternal Sister to Dams of Lots 59 & 60)

2nd through 9th Dams:
Miss Apple Snapple-Red-ET EX-96 2E
8-01 2x 332d 46,755 4.4 2055 3.1 1470"
Life: 2160d 222,306 4.2 9257 3.4 7574"
Nasco Type & Production Winner Intl R&W 2021
Unanimous All-American R&W 125,000 lb. Cow 20
Res. All-American R&W 125,000 lb. Cow 2019
Unanimous All-American R&W 4 Year Old 2017
Res. All-Canadian R&W Senior Cow 2017
Res. All-American R&W Jr. 3 Year Old 2016
Unanimous All-American R&W Jr. 2 Yr Old 2015

KHW Regiment Apple-Red-ET 4E-96 39* DOM
Kamps-Hollow Altitude-ET *RC 2E-95 2* DOM
Clover-Mist Alisha-ET *RC 3E-93 GMD DOM
Clover-Mist Augy Star-ET EX-94 4E DOM
D-R-A August EX-96 4E DOM
D-R-A Ideal Precious Leader EX-90 2E
D-R-A Princess Lad Leader EX-90 3E

Dam of IVF Session:

Milksource Sephora-Red
3302772761
2-03 2x 78d 5,235 4.0 211 2.7 139 RIP
Will be scored & pictured prior to sale
S: FG Jacot-Red-ET

Maternal sister to Sephora:
Erbacres Snapple Shakira-ET EX-97-2E-CAN 1*
4-11 2x 365d 35,567 4.8 1711 3.8 1367
Supreme Champion World Dairy Expo 2021
1st Aged Cow & Grand Champ. Intl Sh. 2021
Grand Champion Canadian National Show 2021
Grand Champion Supreme Holstein Show 2021
Unanimous All-American Aged Cow 2021
All-Canadian Aged Cow 2021